Introduction {#sec1}
============

The Oxo Wall is a widely known and accepted concept among the inorganic chemical community.^[@ref1]^ It states the instability of six-coordinate tetragonal oxo complexes with metals beyond group 8 ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Depiction of the Oxo Wall surrounded by the investigated transition metals.](ic9b03474_0001){#fig1}

While transition metal oxo complexes are a prominent motif in biological oxidation processes,^[@ref2],[@ref3]^ the concept of the Oxo Wall dates back to 1962 when Ballhausen and Gray developed a molecular orbital energy level scheme that correctly described the electronic structure of the vanadyl ion.^[@ref4]^ The description of chromyl and molybdenyl ions followed shortly after, where the metal--oxo interaction was represented as a triple bond for the first time.^[@ref5]^ This notion is based on elementary molecular orbital considerations in which the bond order is deduced by subtracting the number of electrons in antibonding orbitals of a given bond from the number of electrons in the bonding counterparts of these orbitals and dividing the result by two.^[@ref6]^ For example, in the six-coordinate tetragonal oxo complex Mo(V)OCl~5~^2--^ the single d electron is found in the nonbonding d~*xy*~ orbital, leaving the two other d orbitals of *t*~2*g*~ symmetry (d~*xz*~ and d~*yz*~) amenable to π interactions with the p~*x*/*y*~ orbitals from the oxo ligand on the *z* axis ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A total of six electrons are present in the two bonding π-orbitals and the bonding σ-orbital (interaction between oxo p~*z*~ and metal d~*z*^2^~ orbital), while all antibonding counterparts are empty, thus leaving a metal--oxo triple bond.

![Original figures of Gray and Hare^[@ref5]^ that provided the historic foundation for the concept of the Oxo Wall. The figure depicts a metal oxo triple bond for the first time (left), reasoned by MO considerations (right). Reprinted from ref ([@ref5]). Copyright 1962 American Chemical Society.](ic9b03474_0002){#fig2}

The theoretical concept of the Oxo Wall--as stated by Gray and Winkler is as follows: "Complexes with tetragonal symmetry can have no more than 5 d electrons and still retain some MO multiple bonding. In the absence of π-bonding to the metal, the oxo will be extremely basic and unstable with respect to protonation or attack by electrophiles."^[@ref1]^ This is also supported by a large array of experimental investigations.^[@ref7]−[@ref9]^ While oxo compounds are known with transition metals beyond the Oxo Wall^[@ref10],[@ref11]^ with well-characterized electronic structure,^[@ref12]^ these do not violate the concept of the Oxo Wall because they are not of tetragonal symmetry. Claims that exceptions have been found^[@ref13]^ were later retracted and as such, "the 'Oxo Wall' stands."^[@ref14]^

Extrapolation of this concept to the immediate neighbors of oxygen in the periodic table appear to be logical and seem to imply the existence of a Nitrido Wall as well as a Fluoro Wall. Interestingly, so far, nitrido complexes beyond the Nitrido Wall (which has the same location as the Oxo Wall) are not known, and even imido complexes are scarce.^[@ref15],[@ref16]^ In contrast, late transition metal fluoro complexes are widely observed and scrutinized.^[@ref17]−[@ref19]^ Hence, the question arises, why do the considerations for the Oxo Wall not hold for the isoelectronic fluoro ligand? In order to answer this question, we investigate and compare the electronic properties of several *in silico* transition metal fluoro and oxo complexes around the Oxo Wall with the goal of understanding the differences between the fluoro and oxo ligands as well as to gain deeper insight into the electronic origin of the Oxo Wall.

In doing so, we took a strictly conceptual approach in which we studied *in silico* yet realistic models of transition metal oxo and fluoro complexes around the Oxo Wall ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The study sheds light on the changes in the nature of the metal oxo and metal fluoro bonds, as well as in the electronic structure of the d manifold by employing density functional theory (DFT) as well as complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) followed by second-order N-electron valence perturbation theory (NEVPT2). We evaluate electronic properties, force constants, orbital splittings (*via ab initio* ligand field theory, AILFT),^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ and NMR shift parameters. Some of these properties are, in principle, amenable to experimental studies, while others serve illustrative and interpretative purposes.

![Schematic structure of the used model complex with indication of the coordinate system. The considered transition metals are given in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; X = F^--^ or O^2--^.](ic9b03474_0003){#fig3}

Methods {#sec2}
=======

All computations were performed with the ORCA program package.^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ DFT calculations were performed with the PBE0 functional^[@ref24]^ and the def2-TZVP basis set^[@ref25]^ including Grimme's D3 dispersion correction with the Becke--Johnson damping scheme.^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ The resolution of identity approximation^[@ref28]^ was used for the Coulomb integrals with the def2/J auxiliary basis set^[@ref29]^ and for the Hartree--Fock exchange terms with the chain of spheres (COSX) approximation.^[@ref30]^ Unless otherwise noted, all geometries were built from scratch using the molecular builder in the Avogadro^[@ref31]^ program and subsequently optimized by DFT. Local minima were confirmed through frequency analysis. Self-consistent field (SCF) and optimization convergence criteria were set tightly (ORCA keywords "TightSCF" and "TightOpt"). These settings were used for the spin state and orbital analysis as well as the generation of all parameters given below except the AILFT and AOM parameters. Orbital analysis was carried out on the set of quasi-restricted orbitals (QRO)^[@ref32]^ (ORCA keyword "UNO").

For AILFT and AOM parameters, state-averaged complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF)^[@ref33]−[@ref35]^ calculations were performed on an active space of the five metal d-based orbitals (CAS(X,5)) with the def2-TZVP basis set and the AILFT module.^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ Tight SCF convergence criteria including the TrafoStep RI approximation with the def2-TZVP/JK auxiliary basis set were chosen,^[@ref36]^ starting from orbitals and geometries obtained by DFT calculations. The metal d-based orbitals were manually identified and rotated into the active space.

Molecules and orbitals were analyzed, and molecule pictures were created with Chemcraft.^[@ref37]^ Force constants were calculated with *orca_vib*, and orbital cube files were generated with *orca_plot*.^[@ref22],[@ref23]^

Model Systems {#sec2.1}
-------------

One major limitation of the Oxo Wall concept is its applicability to six-coordinate tetragonal complexes only. In order to ensure an approximate six-coordinate tetragonal geometry for the calculated model complexes and to prevent undesired ligand dissociation, a highly tethered ligand system was chosen. The ligand system is based on aromatic and aliphatic amines in the *xy* plane of the metal center. These were chosen in order to minimize the interaction with the d orbitals of (approximate) *t*~2*g*~ symmetry, while retaining a rigid coordination geometry. Pyridyl ligands are known to act as π-acceptor ligands. However, for the highly oxidized systems of the present study, this effect should be negligible, and we have indeed not found any evidence for backbonding of the metal into the pyridyl ligand in the calculations. A carboxylate anchor was used trans to the X ligand (X = F or O). The negative charge of the carboxylate group ensures that it stays bound to the metal, even with a potentially strong trans effect that the ligand X may impose. A second important feature of the chosen ligand is its low propensity to form ligand radical complexes. This is important in order to properly focus on the electronic structure of the metal-X bond. While one could argue that there are practically no limitations regarding the complexity of the ligand, we have made an effort to keep the ligand as simple as possible. By choosing the N-substituted pyridinophane core structure, we ensure the applicability of our model system for future experimental investigations since several synthetic routes for this moiety have already been published.^[@ref38]−[@ref40]^

The considered oxidation state of the metal for all fluoro and oxo complexes of the 12 chosen transition metals surrounding the Oxo Wall is IV (cf. [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This oxidation state was chosen for two reasons: (1) For lower oxidation states the stability of the complexes is not guaranteed. (2) In oxidation state IV, the group 9 elements have 5 d electrons, which would theoretically be sufficient for the stabilization of an oxo ligand, which would conceptually be in violation of the Oxo Wall. However, group 9 oxo complexes with six-coordinate tetragonal geometry have not been observed experimentally, even in higher oxidation states. Therefore, using the oxidation state IV allows us to address this discrepancy between concept and experiment. As a final note, we state that the group 9 and 10 oxo complexes considered here do give stable complexes, albeit only under *in silico* and *in vacuo* conditions.

Results {#sec3}
=======

Geometries {#sec3.1}
----------

The M--X bond lengths of the most stable spin states (ground states) of the calculated complexes are summarized in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. In addition, a N--M--N bond angle is given that refers to the pyridyl moieties on the *y*-axis. This angle is a reasonable measure for the deviation from six-coordinate tetragonal geometry, which is especially important for group 9 and 10 complexes (those beyond the Oxo Wall). The full spin-state analysis as well as the ground-state complex geometry coordinates are given in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03474/suppl_file/ic9b03474_si_001.pdf).

###### Group and Formal Metal d Electron Count, M--X Bond Lengths, (py)N--M--N(py) Bond Angles (along *y* Axis), and Ground-State Spin Multiplicities (2*S* + 1) for All Calculated M--X Complexes

                      X = F   X = O                           
  ----------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---
  7 (d^3^)    Mn      1.769   176.1   4       1.655   166.5   4
  Tc          1.879   166.5   4       1.687   151.1   2       
  Re          1.904   164.9   4       1.707   148.5   2       
  8 (d^4^)    Fe      1.741   177.1   3       1.629   168.1   3
  Ru          1.848   167.5   3       1.753   162.1   3       
  Os          1.874   166.0   3       1.782   159.7   3       
  9 (d^5^)    Co      1.773   179.5   2       1.790   176.1   2
  Rh          1.905   176.7   2       1.892   171.6   2       
  Ir          1.900   171.7   2       1.887   171.4   2       
  10 (d^6^)   Ni      1.789   179.6   1       1.792   175.3   3
  Pd          1.923   179.3   1       1.899   177.8   1       
  Pt          1.946   179.5   1       1.921   178.9   1       

Force Constants {#sec3.2}
---------------

While bond lengths are known to be a reasonable indicator of bond strength, other geometric parameters like bond angles influence the M--X bond length and prevent a clear-cut correlation between the bond length and bond strength. Therefore, the M--X force constants were analyzed, because they provide a more direct and reliable measure of the bond strength ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The force constants of the M--F bonds only show minor variations (2.7--4.2 mdyn/Å). The force constants of the M--O bonds, however, reveal a greater variance (1.9--7.9 mdyn/Å) with a clear and consistent discontinuity between group 8 and 9 elements, exactly at the location of the Oxo Wall.

![Force constants of M--X bonds for X = F and X = O. Exact values are given in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03474/suppl_file/ic9b03474_si_001.pdf).](ic9b03474_0004){#fig4}

The force constants in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} indicate that the oxo ligand tends to form bonds of higher order for group 7 and 8 complexes whereas the fluoro ligand does not--which is in agreement with Lewis structure considerations and experimental observations,^[@ref41]^ and also with theoretical studies of transition metal fluoro complexes.^[@ref42],[@ref43]^ In order to understand the origin of this behavior, as well as the weak bonding of the oxo ligand with group 9 elements, the orbital structure of the complexes was analyzed.

Electronic Structure {#sec3.3}
--------------------

### Orbital Pattern {#sec3.3.1}

As a representative picture for all complexes, the 3d quasi-restricted orbitals (QRO) of the Mn--F and Mn--O complexes are presented in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

![Representative orbital diagram for the d type QROs with energies, orbital pictures, and grouping terms ("*t*~2*g*~", "*e*~*g*~"; note that these are descriptive terms only and do not state actual degeneracy) of Mn--F (left) and Mn--O (right) complexes. Hydrogens are omitted for clarity (PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP, iso = 0.1).](ic9b03474_0005){#fig5}

As expected, the d-orbitals in the six-coordinate tetragonal complexes are separated into a low-lying *t*~2*g*~-like set and a higher-lying *e*~*g*~-like set, in accordance with approximate *O*~*h*~ symmetry. The lowest orbital is the nonbonding d~*xy*~ orbital. The large separation of the *t*~2*g*~ and *e*~*g*~ sets explains why most of the d^3^ systems (Mn, Tc, Re) as exemplified in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} have a *S* = 3/2 ground state, why the d^4^ systems (Fe, Ru, Os) are *S* = 1, why the d^5^ systems (Co, Rh, Ir) are *S* = 1/2, and why most of the d^6^ systems (Ni, Pd, Pt) are *S* = 0 (cf. [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). There are two exceptions to these general observations. The first is the low-spin configuration for the d^3^ complexes Tc--O and Re--O (*S* = 1/2), which upon inspection of the orbital structure of these complexes is a consequence of the increased energy difference between the lowest nonbonding *t*~2*g*~ orbital and the two antibonding π\* type *t*~2*g*~ orbitals (intra-t*~2g~* splitting). For Tc--O and Re--O, this energy gap is large enough that the double population of the lowest orbital is energetically favorable, leaving the highest *t*~2*g*~ orbital empty. The second is the Ni--O complex (d^6^), which features a triplet ground state with a singly occupied orbital from the e*~g~* set (*vide supra*). The localization and stabilization of the lowest *e*~*g*~ orbital indicates that the weakest ligand field is induced by the aliphatic nitrogen atoms of the ligand. We will come back to this subject later in the framework of the angular overlap model.

A thorough comparative analysis of the composition of the QROs of the fluoro and oxo complexes led to two interesting observations. Most noticeably, the oxo complexes of the group 9 elements as well as the Ni--O complex hold a singly occupied p orbital rather localized on the oxo ligand than on the metal (cf. [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), even though this orbital formally constitutes the energetically highest orbital of the *t*~2*g*~ set. The presence of a singly occupied p(O) orbital implies a formal metal oxidation state of III instead of the expected oxidation state of IV, rendering the oxo ligand as an oxyl radical ligand. While one would intuitively expect the singly occupied orbital of the group 9 elements to be a metal d orbital, the large p(O) character of the *e~g~* orbital indicates that the order of the d(M) and p(O) orbitals has changed and that from group 9 on, the p(O) orbitals are the highest (singly) occupied QROs. The formal oxidation state of III implies a d electron count of 6 instead of 5 for the group 9 elements, all located in the *t*~2*g*~ orbitals set. In other words, one could say that the p(O) orbitals can no longer sufficiently interact with the d(M) orbitals, resulting in a formal bond order of 1. Together with the reduced oxidation state of the metal and the transformation of the oxo ligand into a weaker bonding oxyl radical ligand, the significant and uniform reduction of the force constant for the group 9 M--O complexes (cf. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) is a logical consequence.

![Singly occupied QRO of the Co--O complex. Hydrogens are omitted for clarity (PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP, iso = 0.1).](ic9b03474_0006){#fig6}

The latter analysis also holds true for the Ni--O complex, which is the only group 10 complex with a triplet ground state. The QROs reveal a singly occupied p(O) orbital as well as a singly occupied orbital that can be described as a d~*x*^2^~(Ni) orbital. These two orthogonal orbitals are close enough in energy to give rise to a high-spin configuration, resulting in a Ni(III) center with an oxyl radical ligand. [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} gives a comprehensive overview of the electronic ground states of the calculated group 9 and 10 oxo and fluoro complexes. The increased d electron count in the Ni--O complex results in a bond length extension of all nickel--ligand bonds, most noticeably for the aliphatic amines, which are the weakest ligands. The force constant of the Ni--O bond, of a value in between those of the Co--O and the Rh--O bonds, is also in agreement with this interpretation (cf. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Qualitative depiction of the group 9 (\[9\]) and 10 (\[10\]) complexes' electronic ground states. The difference for the group 10 oxo complexes is shown through color: The green electron in the *e*~*g*~ orbital depicts the high-spin ground state of the Ni--O complex, while the orange electron in the p orbital depicts the low-spin ground state of the Pd--O and Pt--O complexes.](ic9b03474_0007){#fig7}

The elevated radical character on oxygen in the formal Co^III^--O, Rh^III^--O, and Ir^III^--O complexes directly to the right side of the Oxo Wall ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and that of the Ni^III^--O complex explains why it has so far proven elusive to synthesize such compounds. Even though the basic theoretical explanation of the Oxo Wall concept in principle allows for the existence of six-coordinate tetragonal group 9 oxo complexes with an oxidation state of IV and higher (and consequently the existence of tetragonal group 10 oxo complexes with an oxidation state of V and higher, and so on), the answer lies in the orbital order and the reactivity of the resulting oxyl species. Interestingly, throughout the analysis this behavior was never observed in any fluoro complex, which is consistent with the successful synthesis of six-coordinate tetragonal metal fluoro complexes with elements beyond group 8.^[@ref41]^

The second observation also explains the tendency of the oxo ligand to form multiple bonds, while the fluoro ligand does not. Linear combination of a p(X) and d(M) atomic orbital results in a set of orbitals where the first can be denoted "p", after its major contributor, or "π", due to its bonding character, and the second can be denoted "d" or "π\*". For the sake of the argument, the threshold for an atom-centered orbital denotation was set to 0.75. Orbital populations at X or M above this value were denoted p or d orbitals respectively, orbital populations below this value at X or M were denoted π- or π\*-orbitals, dependent on their symmetry. It is clear that setting such a threshold to change nomenclature is somewhat arbitrary. However, no major conclusions are drawn that depend on the precise value of this threshold. Given that orbitals and populations are not physical observables, a discussion like the one we provide here is of a qualitative, chemical interpretation-oriented nature in the first place.

Choosing Mn as a specific example, [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} compares the shape of one of the two sets of p/π- and d/π\*-type QROs between the Mn--F and Mn--O complexes. It becomes obvious that the AO-like p- and d-types of QROs dominate for the Mn--F complex, while the bonding/antibonding π- and π\*-types of QROs dominate the Mn--O complex. This observation explains the tendency of the M--O complexes to form bonds of higher order, especially in those cases where the antibonding π\*-type orbitals are not filled, while the M--F complexes do not have that propensity.

![d~*yz*~/π~*y*~\* and p~*y*~/π~*y*~ QROs of Mn--X complexes for X = F (left) and X = O (right). Hydrogens are omitted for clarity (PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP, iso = 0.1).](ic9b03474_0008){#fig8}

In order to quantify the p/π- and d/π\*-type QRO shapes from [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} summarizes the mean Loewdin orbital populations at Mn and X of the Mn--X complexes for X = F and X = O. On the basis of the specification above, the considered orbitals have been denoted p and d for X = F and π and π\* for X = O. The enhanced π-bonding of the oxo ligand can be attributed to a higher covalency of the Mn--O bond compared to that of the Mn--F bond, which is also reflected in the Mn--X force constants (cf. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

###### Mean Loewdin Orbital Populations of p/π and d/π\* QROs of Mn--X Complexes

  Loewdin orb. population   X = F   p/**π** X = O   X = F   d/**π**\* X = O
  ------------------------- ------- --------------- ------- -----------------
  d(Mn)                     0.07    0.23            0.85    0.65
  p(X)                      0.90    0.52            0.05    0.28

### AILFT Analysis and AOM Parameters {#sec3.3.2}

In order to further quantify the ability of the oxo ligand over the fluoro ligand to form π-bonds with the coordinated metal, an AILFT analysis was performed. The AILFT module in ORCA deduces the d-orbital energies of a metal through the AILFT reconstruction of a CASSCF calculation that leads to a ligand field matrix **V**^LFT^ that is subsequently diagonalized to yield ligand field orbital energies.^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ From the 15 independent one-electron parameters of the AILFT Hamiltonian (**V**^LFT^), one can also extract ligand and metal specific M--L interaction parameters following the angular overlap model (AOM),^[@ref44]−[@ref46]^ which can be interpreted as geometry-dependent splitting parameters for individual ligands. Details on the method used to calculate the AOM parameters as well as the full list of calculated parameters can be found in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03474/suppl_file/ic9b03474_si_001.pdf).

[Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison of the d orbital splitting for the Mn--F and Mn--O complexes. While the individual values vary through the series of evaluated metals, the qualitative picture from [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} is consistent for the other metal complexes as well (for further details see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.9b03474/suppl_file/ic9b03474_si_001.pdf)).

![Splitting pattern (d orbital) for Mn--X model complex with X = F (left) and X = O (right).](ic9b03474_0009){#fig9}

The most striking feature of [Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} is certainly the strongly reduced splitting in the *t*~2*g*~ set of orbitals for the fluoro ligand. Since the intra-*t*~2*g*~ splitting reflects π-bonding, this quantifies the statement that the fluoro ligand is far less involved in π-bonding than the oxo ligand. From the orbital splitting pattern in [Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, one can also see that the d~*xz*~ and d~*yz*~ orbitals are not completely degenerate. This is due to the influence of the carboxylate ligand, which imposes anisotropic π-donation. This anisotropic ligation results in an anisotropic trans effect on the X ligand, which while normally of isotropic nature, in turn also becomes anisotropic. Hence, the resulting AOM parameters are not only divided into e~σ~ and e~π~, but the e~π~ parameter is again divided into e~πs~ and e~πc~. Because the subscripts "s" and "c" stand for "sine" and "cosine" and in spherical coordinate systems the azimuthal angle φ is defined to start at the *x* axis, e~πs~ is defined as the parameter describing the influence of the X ligand on the d~*yz*~ orbital, and e~πc~ is defined as the parameter describing the influence of the X ligand on the d~*xz*~ orbital. Hence, e~πs~ is the parameter influenced more by the anisotropic trans effect of the carboxylate ligand, while e~πc~ is expected to pose negligible influences.

[Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} summarizes the three mean AOM parameters for the fluoro and oxo ligand as well as the individual differences between those two ligands. It is obvious from these values that the σ-donor propensity fluoride is only slightly lower than that of oxygen. However, the key difference is the oxo ligand's ability to form π-bonds, while the fluoride ligand is essentially non-π-bonding despite having occupied orbitals of the correct symmetry. This is reflected by the π-interaction parameters that are 4--5 times lower for the fluoro than for the oxo ligand (see also [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

###### Mean AOM Parameters with Standard Deviations (SD)

  X       e~σ~ \[cm^--1^\]   (SD)       e~πs~ \[cm^--1^\]   (SD)       e~πc~ \[cm^--1^\]   (SD)
  ------- ------------------ ---------- ------------------- ---------- ------------------- ----------
  F       15600              \(3000\)   2000                \(1300\)   3700                \(1300\)
  O       20400              \(6900\)   10400               \(2700\)   13900               \(1900\)
  diff.   4800                          8400                           10200                

### Relative Orbital Energies {#sec3.3.3}

Because overlap (i.e., spatial interactions) between p(X) and d(M) orbitals is expected to be rather similar for X = F and O, the difference between F and O in the interaction between the p(X) and d(M) orbitals can presumably be attributed to their energy differences. In order to quantify the orbital energy differences, the following model was deployed. The QRO that most resembled a p(X) orbital was located, and the energy relative to the rather nonbonding d~*xy*~ QRO was determined and cached. The latter orbital energy, ϵ~d~*xy*~~, is assumed to be independent from electronic interactions of the X ligand. For a given metal complex M, the relative energy difference between the p(F) and the p(O) orbital of the proper X ligand was subsequently estimated from the cached values:The thus obtained p(X) orbital energy differences are plotted in [Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. The value of Δ*E* states in good approximation for each metal how much deeper the p(F) orbital lies relative to the p(O) orbital. Relative to the nonbonding d~*xy*~(M) orbital, most of the p(F) orbitals are found between 2 and 3 eV lower than their p(O) counterparts, with the difference rising up to 3.6 eV. Furthermore, a clear slope can be identified to the right side of the location of the Oxo Wall. This slope can be attributed to the decreasing interaction between the p(O) and the d(M) orbitals going from group 7 to group 10 oxo complexes as already described above.

![Energy difference of p(F) and p(O) according to [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.](ic9b03474_0010){#fig10}

### Natural Population Analysis and NMR Parameters {#sec3.3.4}

We address the final open question, the theoretical explanation of the instability of the closed shell group 10 oxo compounds (i.e. the Pd--O and the Pt--O complexes) through a natural population analysis (NPA), especially for the p(X) orbitals. Even without the significant radical character of the X ligands of the closed shell group 10 M--X complexes, the NPA reveals an electron deficiency especially on the oxo ligands, which after MO theory can be described as a singly bound ligand with a one-electron-equivalent formal charge remaining on the ligand. The NPA impressively shows that the p~*z*~(O) orbitals for the Pd--O and Pt--O complexes, which are the orbitals mostly involved in the M--O σ-bond, lack nearly a full net electron. This makes the oxo ligand a strong electrophile and oxidant, likely resulting in complexes too reactive to be experimentally observed. Overall, the generally decreased population of the p~*z*~(O) orbitals compared to the p~*z*~(F) orbitals is also a strong argument for the rather covalent character of the M--O bond and the more ionic character of the M--F bond, in agreement with the afore-described findings of the orbital analysis. While the latter focused on the M--X π bonds, the NPA findings complement the analysis by addressing the covalency of the σ-bonds between the metals and the X ligands.

In order to correlate the results of the NPA to measurable quantities, NMR shifts of the closed shell complexes were calculated. [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"} gives the calculated values of the NPA and of the NMR shifts. Comparing the overall p(X) population (row 1) with the NMR shifts, it becomes obvious that the lack of electron density on the X ligand correlates smoothly with the NMR shifts. This correlation can be explained through the deshielding effect on the nuclei by a less populated p(X) shell.

###### Calculated NPA and NMR Parameters of Group 10 M--X Complexes

                                                  Ni--X     Pd--X                                      Pt--X                        
  ----------------------------------------------- --------- ------------------------------------------ --------- -------- --------- -------
  NPA: Σp(X)[a](#tbl4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   5.640     4.601                                      5.654     5.019    5.653     5.106
  NPA: p~*z*~(X)                                  1.663     1.559[b](#tbl4-fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.672     1.085    1.670     1.196
  NMR: δ(X) \[ppm\]                               --288.7                                              --189.0   1251.9   --208.8   632.7

Sum of NPA values of p~*x*~(X), p~*y*~(X), and p~*z*~(X).

p~*y*~(O) = 1.061.

Comparison of the calculated NMR shifts in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"} with experimental data is difficult, because reported NMR shifts are found on an extremely wide range for both nuclei. ^19^F NMR shifts of palladium fluoro complexes are typically found in the range of −274 to −323 ppm.^[@ref19],[@ref47]−[@ref50]^ The example of a palladium difluoride with ^19^F NMR shifts of −169 and −278 ppm, however, not only shows that the range of shifts is even greater but also shows that they can also drastically differ within the same complex.^[@ref51]^ For platinum fluoro complexes, the range of ^19^F NMR shifts is even greater and typically spans from −107 to −456 ppm.^[@ref52],[@ref53]^ For nickel fluorides, ^19^F NMR shifts are typically reported between −251 and −423 ppm.^[@ref54],[@ref55]^ In contrast to the fluoro complexes, the reported oxo complexes are purely hypothetical. Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, ^17^O NMR shifts of group 10 oxo metal complexes are not reported. ^17^O NMR shifts of other transition metal oxo complexes are reported between 775 and 1247 ppm.^[@ref56]^ For comparison, the proposed^[@ref13],[@ref57],[@ref58]^ and later retracted^[@ref14]^ late transition metal oxo complexes by Hill et al. had ^17^O NMR shifts at 570, 590, and 605 ppm assigned to palladium and gold oxo complexes and a shift at 330 ppm assigned to a palladium hydroxo complex. All of them were later attributed to the polyoxotungstate ligands. While the calculated values for the fluoro complexes are in decent agreement with measured values of comparable complexes, the calculated values of the hypothetical oxo complexes are beyond the reported range, which is in agreement with the expected instability of the proposed structures.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

In general,^[@ref59]^ the linear combination of two heteronuclear atomic orbitals A and B form a bonding/antibonding combination *n*/*n*\*, which can be approximately described aswith *N*~*i*~ being the normalization constants and α being an orbital weighing factor derived from first-order perturbation theory^[@ref60],[@ref61]^ and applied to extended Hückel theory:^[@ref62],[@ref63]^with the resonance integral β and the atomic orbital energies ϵ~*i*~. The Principle of Maximum Overlap^[@ref64]−[@ref66]^ simplifies the correlation between the resonance integral β and the (spatial) overlap integral *S*~AB~ asThe expected energy shift of the orbitals δ ≈ ϵ~*n*~ -- ϵ~A~ ≈ ϵ~B~ -- ϵ~*n*\*~ can be approximated as follows:From [eqs [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it is obvious that there are two major factors influencing the mixing of orbitals A and B: the orbitals mix more for larger spatial overlap as well as for a smaller difference between the atomic orbital energies. This means that for *S*~AB~ → 0 and for ϵ~A~ ≪ ϵ~B~ the values of *n* and *n*\* will resemble A and B, respectively (i.e., α = 0), rather than a linear combination of A and B, also depicted by the vanishing energy shift of the orbitals as shown in [eq [6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}. While this model is too simplistic to actually derive meaningful values from it, it paints a qualitative picture that is certainly sufficient to set the values calculated in the "[Results](#sec3){ref-type="other"}" section into context.

In the first approximation (cf. [eq [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the resonance integral β can be treated as proportional to the spatial overlap of orbitals A and B. Due to the reduced charge of the fluoro ligand compared to the oxo ligand, the 1p orbitals of the fluoro ligand are expected to have a smaller radial expectation value than that of the oxo ligand and consequently also a reduced overlap. Indeed, the radial expectation values for the 1p orbitals were calculated as 1.21 and 1.58 Å for fluoride and oxide, respectively. The same trends that are obvious in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} can be expected to hold for β as well. This result is also consistent with the larger force constants calculated for the group 7 and 8 oxo complexes (cf. [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}).

The calculated AOM parameters (cf. [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}) can be interpreted as δ values (cf. [eq [6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for different orbital interactions: e~πc~ and e~πs~ approximately equal δ for the interaction between the d~*xz*~(M) and p~*x*~(X), as well as d~*yz*~(M) and p~*y*~(X) orbitals, respectively. In addition, the Δ*E* values from [Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} (derived from [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) exactly quantify the difference between X = F and X = O as ϵ~p(X)~ -- ϵ~d(M)~. Hence, it can be directly deduced from these Δ*E* values that assuming a comparable β the δ values for X = F are expected to be smaller than those for X = O (because the denominator in [eq [6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"} is bigger for X = F), which agrees with the AOM parameters.

Comparing [eqs [4](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, one would expect a trend for α similar to that for δ. Indeed, comparing the mean Loewdin orbital populations from [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} (depicted in [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), one can see that the orbital mixing between the p(X) and d(M) orbitals is much smaller for X = F than for X = O. This is the direct consequence of a smaller α value in [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, resulting from the larger orbital energy difference in [eq [4](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"} for X = F than for X = O.

The p(F) orbital has a lower energy than the p(O) orbital due to the higher effective nuclear charge experienced by the 2p electrons for fluorine since the increased nuclear charge of the fluorine nucleus is incompletely shielded by the other electrons. The difference of the p orbital energy between F and O has implications for the analyzed fluoro and oxo complexes: While the p(F) orbitals simply remain inaccessible for multiple bonding, the p(O) orbitals are so exposed that if not stabilized through d(M) interactions then a singly bound oxo ligand would be extremely reactive and hence unstable. In some instances met in our calculations, the oxidation potential of the metal center is already high enough to draw an electron out of a p(O) orbital, resulting in an oxyl radical complex. The NPA of the p~*z*~(O) orbitals in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"} reveals that the oxo ligands in the hypothetical Pd--O and Pt--O complexes are so electron-deficient that they will likely react with even extremely weak electron donors by oxidation or oxygenation. Potential stabilization of those complexes by more electron-donating ligands to shift the electrons more toward the oxo ligand will instead result in increased basicity, eventually leading to already well-known and studied hydroxyl complexes (and probably deprotonated solvent).

Synthetically, we can think of two ways in which these results can be utilized. First, the energetic mingling of the d manifold and the p(O) orbitals observed for the group 9 and 10 oxo complexes leads to the formation of oxyl radical complexes in some cases. Tweaking the electronic properties of the ligand (e.g., by adding electron-withdrawing substituents like F, CF~3~, or NO~2~ to the pyridyl moieties) can potentially lead to an energetic stabilization of the d manifold, possibly strong enough to form oxyl radical complexes with group 8 or even group 7 metals. Further fine-tuning could eventually lead to "designer complexes" with oxyl character, potentially exhibiting unprecedented (catalytic) properties. Second, although chemically extremely challenging, we consider pushing the limits to a point where a late transition metal d manifold can be stabilized by extremely electron-withdrawing ligands to an extent where chemically meaningful interactions with the p(F) orbitals are possible, practically resulting in M--F multiple bonding. However, to date this has admittedly never been observed experimentally. The targeted search for such unusual compounds is, however, at the heart of chemical curiosity.

Conclusions {#sec5}
===========

Through an extensive computational analysis of the geometric and electronic structure of a series of model complexes around the Oxo Wall, we solidified the theoretical foundation of the Oxo Wall concept. We have shown that the p orbitals of oxo ligands are energetically more readily accessible than the p orbitals of fluoro ligands by more than 2 eV. This leaves the fluoro ligand practically inaccessible for multiple bonding and the oxo ligand too reactive for formation of stable complexes with a singly bound oxo species. Hence, we conclude that there is no theoretically justifiable or practically meaningful concept of a Fluoro Wall. While the present analysis mostly focused on π-bonding, AOM and NPA analyses suggest that differences in σ-bonding also play a crucial role. According to our analysis, the M--F σ-bond seems to possess a rather ionic character, while the M--O σ-bond is of a more covalent nature, which is likely the source of the high electrophilicity and oxidative power of the oxo-complexes beyond the Oxo Wall, resulting in their practical instability. However, further research is required to evaluate the subtle differences in detail.
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